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Abstract
Active contour models (snakes) can be used for contour description and extraction, as well as for object tracking in image sequences. Two unsolved problems for
real time object tracking are the problem of an automatic initialization of the snake
on the object and the proof of robustness of this object tracking method.
In this paper we describe a two stage real time object tracking system. In the
rst stage, the moving object is detected and the active contour is initialized. In
the second stage, the object is tracked by active contour models. The parameters of
the camera and the frame grabbing device are continuously updated in such a way,
that the moving object will always be kept in the center of the image. We show
how features can be extracted out of the snake tracking the object which are used
for detection of errors in the tracking stage. In this case the system switches back
to the rst stage for object localization.
We illustrate through examples that a robust tracking over long image sequences
in real time is possible within this two stage system. For experimental evaluation
of the tracking result, we present a formal error measure. Using this measure, the
moving object is correctly in the center of the image in up to 95 percent of all
images.
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1 Introduction
In computer vision the eld of real time image processing becomes more and more important today. Because of the increasing computation performance { a rule of thumb says,

that every two years the computational power doubles { real time image processing can
be applied to real world applications. For example autonomous vehicles, service robots,
or machines assisting handicapped persons will be constructed in the next ten years. One
important part for such machines will be real time motion detection and real time object
tracking. In trac scenes, one has to detect and track other moving objects, or service
robots cleaning the oor have to avoid stationary and moving obstacles, like humans or
animals.
For real time motion tracking it is necessary to have a closed loop of sensoric { which
produces the image data { and action { for example moving the eyes to track a moving
object. Moving the eyes implies that new image data will be brought into the system and
therefore new action has to be performed. The calculation for this task has to be done in
real time, because if a moving system detects an obstacle, actions to avoid this obstacle
have to be taken before the system runs into the obstacle. In the eld of object tracking
the system has to compute the necessary motion of its eyes in a way, that after moving
the eyes the object being tracked is again in the eld of view.
In the last ten years a new paradigm called active vision came up in the eld of
computer vision [1, 2, 4, 10]. The main principle of active vision can be described by a
de nition of Aloimonos1:

Active Vision: Given a problem of computer vision: Take the images in a way, that the
problem can be solved

In di erence to that, the approach of Marr [8] says:

Marr: Given images:

Design algorithms, to solve a problem in the eld of computer
vision with these images

Some of the main technical mechanism of active vision are pyramids, attention modules,
or in general selection in space, time and resolution [10].
In the last ve years many authors have proven that using this new paradigm real time
constraints can be satis ed, and promising algorithms and methods were constructed. One
of these methods { especially for object tracking { is the so called active contour model,
often also called snake [6]. In our problem domain, a toy train has to be tracked, moving
in front of a robot. The robot has a camera mounted on its hand. The tracking should
be performed is such a way, that the toy train is always in the middle of the camera
image. As an additional constraint no specialized hardware for preprocessing, ltering
1 stated
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or segmentation will be used. All algorithms will be implemented on standard Unix
workstations in an object{oriented programming language and environment [5, 9].
In the next section we will introduce the principles of active contour models and we
will motivate the use of active contours for object tracking. In section 3 we will describe
the ideas of our two stage real time object tracking system. After this, we will present
our experimental environment. Real time experiments will show that this system is both
robust and fast enough to track a moving toy train in front of a robot in a closed loop
of action and vision. The paper ends with a summary of the results and an outlook on
further work that will be done in this context.

2 Active Contour Models
The energy minimizing model of active contours (snakes) was rst introduced by [6]. An
active contour is an energy minimizing spline, which is in uenced by its own internal
energy Eint and by external forces Eext. A snake S of n discrete contour points can be
de ned as a parametric function v(s)
v (s) = (x(s); y (s)); s 2 0;    ; n ? 1

(1)

x(s) 2 [0; xmax ]; y (s) 2 [0; ymax]

(2)

with
where xmax and ymax are usually given by the size of the input image. Such an active
contour has an energy E de ned by
E =

nX
?1
i=0

(Eint(v(i)) + Eext(v(i))) :

Eint is mostly de ned as (see [6])

(3)

(
i)jv s (s)j2 + (i)jvss (s)j2
(4)
Eint (v (i)) =
2
v s (s) and v ss (s) are the partial derivatives of v (s). An interpretation of these terms can
be given in the following way: Connecting two straight rails with a circle minimizes vs (s)
on the circle, but at the connections of the circle with the two lines a train would be
derailed (see Figure 1 left). Smoothly connecting the two straight rails at the connections
minimizes vss(s) but the train cannot move on the small radius (see Figure 1 right).
The external forces can be the image f (x; y) or the edge strength of an image, for
example Eext (v(i)) = ?jrf (v(i))j2. In the case of the edge strength as the external force

Figure 1: Left: A connection of two straight lines minimizing the rst derivative of v(s).
Right: A connection of two straight lines minimizing the second derivative of v(s) (like a
hanging rope).
during the energy minimization the snake will be pushed to strong edges, for example the
contour of an object. The principle of the active contour models is clari ed in Figure 2; one
can see a snake with seven snake elements positioned on an energy eld. For example, this
energy eld could be computed of the negative edge strength of a circle using a standard
edge operator, e.g. a Sobel operator. Now, during the energy minimaziation step each
snake element slithers downhill to the next minimum. On this way, the contour of the
circle will be extracted. Further information concerning the snake model and its behavior
can be found in [6] and [7].
In several papers, for example [3, 7], the advantages of snakes for object tracking
were shown. Given an image sequence f0(x; y); f1(x; y); : : :; fn (x; y) including one moving
object it is only necessary to initialize the active contour on the contour of the moving
object within the rst image. Then the contour of the moving object can be tracked by
placing the snake v t(s) of image ft(x; y) on the image ft+1(x; y). If the object is moving
suciently slow in comparison to the elapsed time between ft and ft+1, the snake will
extract the object's contour in the image ft+1(x; y) by energy minimization.
This approach has several advantages over other feature matching algorithms for real
time object tracking:

Figure 2: Principle of active contours: A snake with 7 elements extracts the contour of a
circle, by moving into the minimum of the negative edge strength of the circle.

 Only small parts of an image have to be processed, namely a small region around
the snake elements. In our approach the processing consists of edge extraction.

 Object extraction and object tracking is done in one step.
 There is no use of a foreground/background distinction. This is advantageous if the
camera is moving, too.

 If the moving object is occluded, the snake is able to retain the object's contour for
a while.

 Features of a contour (for example the center of gravity) are more stable than single

point features. This makes the tracking more robust.
There are also some disadvantages. First several parameters have to be chosen {in most
of the cases heuristical. Second, the snake must be positioned close to the contour which
should be tracked. This is mostly done in an interactive way. In the next section we
present a method for an automatic placement of the snake near a moving object in an
image sequence, grabbed with a static camera.

3 Two Stage Closed Loop Object Tracking
3.1 General Idea
The goal is to keep a moving object in the middle of the camera image. As a rst approach
we decompose the problem into two parts. First the motion in the scene has to be detected
and one has to localize a region of interest, in which motion occurs (section 3.2). For that,
the full optical image max size of 768  576 at a low resolution of 128  128 will be used
Then we have to initialize the snake on the object's contour. Up to now, all authors
use an interactive initialization of the snake. Under real time constraints no automatic
initialization exists. We will present a fast and in this context robust method for an
automatic initialization. This will be described in section 3.3.
Now the object tracking stage can start (section 3.4). To imitate the foveal vision
system of the humans and of course to reduce the computation time, now we only look on
a part of the image which would correspond to a 256  256 subimage in the max resolution
image (768  576) containing the moving object. This is accomplished by a continuous
update of the frame grabbing device registers.
To track over long image sequences, one has to detect whether tracking is no longer
possible in stage 2. This may happen if the object stops moving, or the object moves
behind something in the background, or the object moves outside the eld of view of the
camera. In addition the snake may loose the object's contour. In such cases we have to
detect this event and then we will switch back to stage 1 for motion detection. So we can
start tracking another object or locate and track the same object again. We will show
that features can be extracted out of the active contour which can be used to detect errors
described above (section 3.5). Figure 3 gives an overview of the complete system.

3.2 Stage 1: Motion Detection
For tracking moving objects one has rst to detect motion in the scene. Then one can
go on segmenting the motion into moving objects. For motion detection many algorithm
exist. For example feature based methods, optical ow, or correlation algorithms. These
methods are hardly suitable for real time motion detection without specialized hardware.
The simplest and fastest motion detection algorithm is the computation of the di erence
image between consecutive images of an image sequence. With this algorithm regions in
the image are detected, in which changes of the gray values occur. These changes may be
based on the moving camera, moving objects or noise in the image. Now assuming a static
camera and only one moving object, the greatest changes are produced by the moving

Stage 1: Motion detection

Stage 2: Motion tracking

Figure 3: Overview of the 2{stage system.
object itself. To reduce sensor noise we use a threshold operation to get a binary region.
Gaps in this region will be closed by applying a mean lter on the image. As a result one
gets a binary image, the region of interest (ROI), which contains a moving object. To
consider small ROI's which result from noise, ROI's with a size below a threshold will be
neglected. Finally we compute the chain code of the remaining ROI as a representation
of this region, needed for the automatic initialization of the snake (see section 3.3). In
the following, this algorithm will be shortly summarized: Given a sequence of images
f0 (x; y ); : : :; fn (x; y ) of image size 768  576, we proceed in the following way (start the
algorithm at t = 0):
1. Down-sampling of the images ft(x; y) and ft+1(x; y) to an image size of 128  128.

2. Compute the di erence image Dt+1 (x; y) = ft(x; y) ? ft+1(x; y), where

8
< 0 ; jft(x; y) ? ft+1(x; y)j < 
Dt+1 (x; y ) = :
1 ; otherwise

(5)

3. Close gaps and eliminate noise in the di erence image using an appropriate lter
operation (for example a mean lter, or a Gaussian lter; we use a 5  5 mean lter)
to get the attention map Dtatt+1(x; y). The set of interesting points in the image {
the region of interest { contains the points (x; y) with Dtatt+1(x; y) = 1.
4. If there is no signi cant region, we assume that there is no moving object t. Increment t by one and go to step 1.
5. Extract a chain code for the boundary of the binary region of interest.
6. If the features (for example the moments or the area) of the extracted region di er
from the previous region in a signi cant manner, then take the next image and go
to step 1; (that means the object is moving into the eld of vision of the static
camera.)
The described step of motion detection can be seen in the upper left part of Figure 3.
The result is a ROI, marked as a black rectangle.

3.3 Automatic Initialization of Snakes
As a result of the motion detection we get a region represented by a contour as a chain
code. Assuming that there is a moving object inside the ROI we have now to initialize
the snake on the contour of the moving object.
This initialization has to be computationally ecient, too. In the literature one can
nd some automatic initialization by the tangent eld [12]. But this method is very
complicated and cannot be used in a real time closed loop application.
We make use of one property of non-rigid snakes. In the case of low or zero external
energy { that means, no edges are near the snake { the snake will collapse to one point.
This can be easily seen in equations 3 and 4. Because of this fact it is sucient to do a
coarse initialization around the object's contour. The snake will collapse until it reaches
the contour of the moving object. As a result of the motion detection stage we get the
chain code of the ROI. This chain code will be used as the initial snake.
One of the possible errors this ideas su ers from, is the presence of strong background
edges near the moving object. Then the active contour will slither to such edges and

will not extract the moving object itself. But we will show in out experiments, that this
initialization works well in our current system. In the case of an error in the initialization,
the system switches back to the motion detection stage. This can be seen in Figure 3, in
which a path exists back to the di erence image from the end of the initialization phase.
If the snake extracts the moving object after the initialization, then the system will switch
to the motion tracking stage, described in the next section.

3.4 Stage 2: The Object Tracking
The principle of tracking a moving contour, i.e. a moving object, is clari ed in Figure 4.
In an image ft the snake converges to the contour of an object. In image ft+1 the snake
will be placed at the position reached in image ft. Assuming that displacement of the
object in pixels is suciently low, the snake will again slither down into the minimum of
the external energy, computed out of the object's contour.
In Figure 5 the algorithm is shown describing the object tracking. There exist some
approaches, using a prediction step for placing the snake on the next image [3, 11]. Using
such prediction step, for example a Kalman lter, the tracking can be made more robust,
and one can allow faster motion of the object. At present, we use no prediction step in
our work. Up to now we do not steer the robot's arm to keep the object in the center
of the camera image. In our approach we use a small window (256) out of the camera
data, to track the moving object. The advantage is that we get more details of the object
and more exact edges. Also, we can smooth the external energy by a larger lter. The
smoothness of the external energy (i.e. the edges of the moving object) in uences the
maximum displacement the object can do between successive images. A disadvantage of
that approach is, that we cannot track outside the eld of view of the static camera, and
that we cannot keep objects in the middle of the image, which move at the border of the
eld of view.
The parameters of the snakes are kept constant during all experiments repeated here.
We choose = 0:1, = 1 and = 10. The number of iterations is xed to 200. Our
experiments show that after 200 iterations the snake has always converged to the object's
contour. In most of all images, the snake converges much faster. That means, that the
computation time can be improved by extraction a measure for the detection if the snake
has converged.
As a result of the tracking algorithm one gets the center of gravity of the snake, which
will be the center of gravity of the moving object, in the case that the snake covers the
object contour. The center of gravity will now be used to change the camera parameters

Motion direction of the contour

Figure 4: Tracking principle using active contour models.
in a way that the center of gravity will be in the middle of the image. At present we do
not move the robot's arm. We use the center of gravity to determine a window out of the
camera's optical image which will be digitized. That means, now other image data of the
scene is available in our machine, and if we have lost the moving object, there is no way

snap the start image f0(x; y) (full optical image size, resolution 128  128)
put the active contour v(s) near the moving object in
image f0(x; y), fact(x; y) = f0(x; y)
WHILE snake has not lost the object
compute external energy Eext out of fact(x; y)
minimize energy E (v(s)) = Eint(v (s)) + Eext (v(s))
UNTIL snake v(s) converges
snap image fact(x; y) in a way, that the center of gravity of the snake is in the middle
of the subimage
(window out of camera image: 256  256)
Figure 5: Algorithm describing the tracking with active contour models.
to nd the object again. Instead we then have to reset the camera's parameters, to get
the full image data out of the A/D converter on the video card.

3.5 Feature Based Detection of Errors During the Tracking
Stage

In our approach we use a small window (256  256) out of the camera's optical image. The
single steps of our system can be computed very fast because of their simplicity. Because
of that, errors may occur. For example the ROI does not contain a moving objects. So
the collapsing snake does not extract a moving object, but some edges or contours of the
background. It is also possible that the snake loses the object during the tracking. To
get a robust tracking over long sequences of images we have to detect such errors. Then
we will switch back to stage 1, look at the full camera image to detect a moving object
again.
In our investigations we have investigated some features which can be used for the
detection of such errors described above. If the active contour extracts a static background
object, then one cannot measure any motion of the snake. On the other hand if the
initialization fails and there is no background edge near the snake, then as mentioned
earlier the snake will collapse to one point. To detect such events the following features
should be extracted out of the active contour: correlation, regression, moments of the
contour.
In Figure 6 the plots of the x-moment and y-moment of the active contour are shown

y-moment

x-moment

number of image

number of image

Figure 6: Features for detection of errors during tracking: the x- and y-moment of the
active contour.
during a sequence of images. Over the whole sequence the aspect of the toy train varies,
because of the motion on a circular rail (see section 4). The reason for the rapid change
of the x- and y-moments, which can be seen, is that three snake elements extract for 10
images the rail instead of the train itself. Then from one image to the other the forces
of the other snake elements extracting the train becomes so strong that the three snake
elements were pushed away from the rail back to the moving object. This can be seen in
the derivative of the moments.
In out experiments we use an upper and a lower threshold. If one of the moments
increases the lower or decreases the upper threshold { that means the snake degenerates
{ we switch back to stage one. This occurs if more than three elements extract the rail
(the snake becomes a straight line) or the snake falls into one point.
Using theses features we have the ability to make such coarse initialization, because
in the case of a wrong initialization one can detect the failure and can switch back and
try the initialization again. In the next section out experiments will show, that rst the
initialization is robust and second if an error occurs, such error will be detected.

4 Experiments and Results
4.1 Experimental Environment
In this section we present our experimental environment and a qualitative measurement for
judging the results of the experiments. Using the qualitative measurement we can proof,
that our tracking is robust and exact. Also we can show that the automatic initialization

Figure 7: Toy train moving on a circle in front of the robot.
presented in section 3.3 is sucient in the context of our system.
In our experiments we have a moving toy train in front of a robot (see Figure 7).
Mounted on the robot's hand there is a camera, looking on the toy train. The toy train is
moving on a circle with a speed of 1.2 cm/sec. During the experiments we have constant
lighting conditions and all parameters of the algorithms were constant. Other experiments
showed that even drastic changes in the illumination causes no problem to the algorithm.
To judge automatically long sequences of images with various moving objects, one has
to use a measurement which can be computed out of the images after the experiments.
We use the following measurement: Compute the center of gravity of the moving object
and compare this coordinate with the center of the image. Because the camera window
will be placed in a way that the center of gravity of the snake is in the middle of the
image, the center of gravity of the object has to be too, if the snake correctly covers the
moving object. Now we measure the distance between the center of the image (the point
(64; 64)) and the center of the object and use this distance as a qualitative judgement
(see Figure 8).

4.2 Results
We present here the results of ve experiments. In experiment 1 to 4 we have tracked the
object during 200 images. In each of the four experiments, the train started on a di erent
position on the rail circle. So in the sum of these four experiments the train has moved
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Figure 8: Qualitative judgement (from left to right): the principle of the measurement
for a wrong and an exact tracking; two examples of images, one with a mediocre tracking
result, the other with an exact tracking.
experiment # switches
#
4s 4s 4s 4s 4s
between images 
   
stage 2 & 1
3
5 10 15 20
exper. 1
4
195 21.5 80.5 96.4 97.9 99.0
exper. 2
1
172 16.3 40.7 50.0 63.4 79.0
exper. 3
2
126 27.8 93.6 98.4 99.2 100
exper. 4
7
189 1.0 9.5 61.9 85.2 92.6
exper. 5
0
354 13.8 35.3 60.5 98.6 100
Table 1: Results of the tracking: the experiment, the number of switches between stage 2
and 1, the number of images tracked, and the amount of images in percent, in which the
distance of the center of gravity from the middle of the image is less than 3, 5, 10, 15, 20
pixels
over the whole circle, i.e. all possible changes of the contour of the train and directions of
motion could be recorded. In experiment 5 the train has been tracked over 500 images,
which corresponds to one complete motion on the whole rail circle. In Table 1 the results
of the experiments are shown. If we assume, that an object is in the middle of the image
if its center of gravity di ers from the center of the image by less than 10 pixels, then
in two of the ve experiments { in over 95 percent of the experiments { the object is in
the middle of the image. In the other experiments, the tracking result is worse. But with
the exception of experiment 2, in over 90 percent of all images the moving object has a
distance to the middle of the image by less then 20 pixels. The reason of the bad results

Figure 9: Worst case: experiment 2. Left the image, right the active contour. The active
contour extracts parts of the rail too.

Figure 10: Normal result: experiment 1. Left the image, right the active contour.
during experiment 2 can be seen in Figure 9. The active contour has extracted the moving
object, but some contour elements extract parts of the rail too. So, the center of gravity of
the snake is in the middle of the image, but the objects is not. This result shows, that the
qualitative measurement is suitable to detect errors in the tracking stage. In Figure 10
one example of a normal tracking result is shown. In Figure 11 a long sequence of images
of experiment 5 can be seen. In all of the images the moving train is kept in the middle
of the image. In column 3 of Figure 1 the stability of the automatic initialization and
tracking with the active contour can be seen. Because a switch to stage 1 will be done
in the case of an error in the tracking stage or after the automatic initialization, one can
see that the tracking is robust. In experiment 5 the train is tracked after initialization

Figure 11: Result of experiment 5. Images 207, 227, 247, 267, 287, 307, 327, 347, 367 and
387 are shown.
without any error over 500 images.
It is again worth mentioning that at present no prediction step in the tracking stage
is used. Our experiments show, that a lot of information about the motion of the train
can be collected during the tracking. So the tracking itself could be made more robust by
using a prediction step in the tracking stage.

5 Future Research
At this time the described approach still has some disadvantages. First for the motion
detection stage a static camera is assumed. The initialization of the snake is sensitive
to noise in the image, for example shadows of the moving object. Another disadvantage
is that no prediction of the motion of the object is used during the tracking. For this
reason, the tracking fails if occlusions occurs or if strong background edges appear near
the moving object.
Other authors show that the tracking quality can be improved if a prediction is used
[3, 11]. We are working on a prediction step and we will get results in the near future.
Our preliminary experiments show that with a prediction step the system can be made
more robust.
Another work to be done in the next future will be the steering of the robot. Then
we perform a tracking by slow motions of the camera window and saccades (fast motions
of the robot) if the object moves near the border of the camera's eld of view.
Over the tracking of the object's contour one can collect a lot of information about

the shape of the object and the object itself (for example the color, or some signi cant
features, like corners). This information can be used to constrain the nonrigid snake used
in our approach to a rigid snake model during the tracking. Additionally one can look
for such features, for example to work on a special color channel if that channel contains
signi cant information about the object.
Also we will do work on optimizing the algorithms and adjust some of the algorithms
for preprocessing to the active vision domain. A lot of computation time can be saved, if
we can detect, whether the snake has converged to the object's contour. An idea for such
termination is given in [7].
In our future experiments we will verify the quality of the system in the case of natural
background.

6 Conclusion
For real time motion detection and tracking in a closed loop of sensoric and action one has
to reduce the data to be worked on. The new paradigm of active vision gives a lot of ideas
and principles, that can be used in real time image processing in general. In the eld of
motion tracking one class of tracking method is the so called active contour model. Some
authors have presented promising results in object tracking using snakes, but there exists
no system using snakes for real time object tracking without any specialized hardware,
like transputer networks and preprocessing hardware cards. In our work we like to use
only standard Unix workstations and we implement all algorithms in an object oriented
programming language.
We have presented a two stage object tracking system using active contour models.
In the rst stage the motion is detected in the scene assuming a static camera. In the
second stage the moving object will be tracked using snakes. For real time closed loop
object tracking an interactive initialization of the snakes on the contour of the object in
the rst image as used by most of the authors up to this time is not useful. Therefore,
we have proposed an automatic initialization. It is based on the di erence image. The
experiments show, that this initialization is fast and robust. To improve the robustness
of the overall system, we extract features out of the active contour. With the features,
we can detect errors in the initialization and the tracking itself. In the case of an error,
the system stops the camera motion and switch back to stage 1 for motion detection.
Over all experiments, in 70 percent of all images the moving object is in the middle of
the image. For such judgement we have de ned a qualitative measurement, based on
the distance of the center of gravity of the object and the middle of the image. We have

presented real time experiments in a closed loop of vision and action, which shows, that in
the combination of a tracking stage and a motion detection stage moving objects can be
robustly tracked over long sequences of images in real time. For that we do not use any
specialize hardware and we do all implementations in an object oriented programming
language, for portability reasons.
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